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Abstract
South Asian approaches to teaching mathematics have been influential globally and are entangled
with mastery approaches. This study investigates changing strategies and beliefs of Primary School
teachers in England as they engage with a sustained curriculum development project. The teachers
were working with a commercially available text book based scheme entitled Maths – No Problem!TM
which is informed by Singapore Maths mastery approaches. The collaborative research involved seven
teacher researchers in design, data collection and analysis. Data sources included classroom video and
stimulated recall interviews with each of the seven teachers, plus a focus group in which the same
teachers considered the role of the text books and two focus groups in which they contributed to
olla o ati e data a al sis. I lesso pla i g, suppo ted
the s he e s te t ooks a d tea he
guidance, the teachers appear to focus on maths subject knowledge as they anticipate how children
might take different directions in explori g the a ho p o le . I lass oo tea hi g, the tea he s
moved away from the use of in-class grouping and used questioning during a collaborative dialogic
exploration phase of each lesson, before drawing together student solutions, supporting student
journaling and introducing the text book to support reflective learning and practice.
Keywords
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Introduction
In this paper we report on a practitioner research project with seven teacher researchers in Primary
schools collaborating with the director of their school alliance and a university based research mentor.
Teachers across the alliance of schools are engaged in a sustained curriculum development project
focused on a mastery approach to maths (Block & Anderson, 1975; Bloom, 1982; Cockroft, 1982).
The schools are implementing a commercial scheme entitled Maths – No Problem!TM which provides
textbooks, pupil work books and online teacher guidance materials. This scheme reflects a “i gapo e
Maths mastery approach; it is based on an officially approved Singapore text book scheme but
amended to address the National Curriculum for mathematics in England. The curriculum
development project is in its third year and displays many of the characteristics of effective
professional development for teachers, including sustained involvement, engagement with external
knowledge, classroom experimentation and evaluation and commitment to the project from school
leaders (Higgins et al., 2015). This study asks the question: How does involvement in this sustained
text-book based curriculum development project influence tea he s classroom strategies and beliefs
about maths? In this paper we focus mainly on changes in the tea he s knowledge and beliefs around
classroom strategies, including the ole of the o
e ial s he e s te t ooks ithi that. The study
makes a small contribution to the large body of work on teacher strategies and beliefs in mathematics
(Stipek et al., 2001; Cross 2009) and on differences between the approaches of South Asian and
western teachers (Correa et al., 2008; Jerrim, 2014).
To contextualise the study, it is worth noting three characteristics of Primary school teaching in
England. First, most Primary teachers in England are class teachers, that is they are allocated to an age
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based class of around 30 pupils and teach them all week and for all or most curriculum subjects,
including mathematics. Second, there is an embedded cultural and professional commitment to
t a ki g i E gla d, meaning the use of setting or in-class grouping of children based on their prior
attainment, despite research evidence that suggests few advantages and considerable problems with
this strategy (Boaler, Wiliam & Brown, 2000; Kutnick et al., 2005; Francis et al 2016). Third, particularly
si e the late
s, the e has ee a poli fo us o
a k to asi s i ludi g aths as a p io it
school subject with government interference in defining the curriculum and influencing approaches
to mathematics teaching. This policy drive has been shaped by development of a high accountability
regime for schools and by the modest performance of England in international mathematics test
league tables when compared to high scoring Singapore and other East Asian countries (Ball, 2013;
Mullis, Martin and Foy, 2016).
An additional contextual note relates to wider social and cultural beliefs about maths in the USA, in
England and elsewhere (Tobias, 1995). Three assumptions are commonly made: that performance in
maths is mainly a out speed, solutio s a d al ulatio ; that Maths a ilit is i he ited; and that being
good at maths is a good measure of general intelligence (Boaler, 2016). These cultural beliefs are
widespread and, to the surprise of international visitors, it is often deemed socially acceptable,
perhaps even for a parent or teacher, to sa I a u ish at Maths .
The Singapore Approach
The “i gapo e app oa h to tea hi g maths has been interpreted and developed in a variety of ways
within England but it aligns with key characteristics of aste approaches. Mastery itself is a
contested concept but there are some shared characteristics between different interpretations of
mastery approaches in maths. For example, there is an emphasis on whole class teaching and the
children move at broadly the same pace with an emphasis on problem-solving (NCETM, 2016).
Singapore Maths approaches tend to avoid in-class grouping and differentiation by task, both of which
have been in widespread use in England (Micklewright et al., 2014). In terms of educational research
there is an evidence base for the modest positive i pa t of aste app oa hes that el o the
social dimension, so the whole group or class must achieve an acceptable level of competence before
anyone moves on from the topic being studied (EEF, 2015). Such a mastery approach to maths has
influenced the National Curriculum in England and national guidance on mastery approaches to maths
e phasises … hole-class interactive teaching, where the focus is on all pupils working together on
the sa e lesso o te t at the sa e ti e a d …all a
aste o epts efo e o i g to the e t
pa t of the u i ulu se ue e… NCETM, 2016). Central to this concept of mastery is the belief that,
with appropriate conditions for learning, almost all pupils are capable of progressing in their
knowledge and understanding (Block & Anderson, 1975; Bloom, 1982) and this creates a link to
mindset theory (Dweck, 1999; 2006). This approach also points to a change in understanding of the
nature of maths, of its multidimensionality, meaning that maths itself, and being a mathematician, are
about much more than speed and calculation and include a wide range of problem-solving skills
(Boaler, 2016).
Research evidence highlights wide variation in the success of mastery approaches, implying that
teaching to mastery effectively is challenging (EEF, 2015). The approach discussed in this paper, uses
textbooks as a teaching tool to provide an element of scaffolding for teachers attempting to apply the
concept of mastery to their mathematics classroom. It has been suggested that dependence on
textbooks could lead to the delivery of mathematics in a deductivist style, meaning maths is seen as a
set of truths and is best taught through teacher demonstration followed by practice and high stakes
testing (Hudson, Henderson & Hudson, 2015). However, it is argued elsewhere that well designed
textbooks may be used appropriately as a supportive tool for mastery teaching (Oates, 2014).
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The Singapore approach is centred on problem-solving and the classroom environment is developed
to facilitate collaborative talk, efe ed to as coope ati e lea i g in Singapore, which aligns to
heterogeneous grouping in which peer support can be utilised effectively (Lui, Toh & Chung, 2009).
Table 1 provides an outline of a typical lesson within the curriculum development project.
Table 1. The lesson outline used by teachers in the project.
Lesson phase

Anchor Task

Exploring

Structuring
Journaling

Reflect and refine

Practice

Outline
One problem or stimulus is presented to pupils (based on what is in
the textbook) and they are encouraged to explore it. The teacher uses
this time to observe their responses and prompt further exploration
with questioning to ensure that all pupils are challenged.
The teacher gathers together pupils ideas for solutions and the class
discuss them as a whole group, often re-exploring new suggestions.
Pupils record what they have been doing in their maths journals –
there is an emphasis on showing things in different ways and effective
communication of thinking.
The textbook is used and the teacher guides the class through the
textbook solutions to the problem they have been discussing. There
is a greater emphasis on teacher explanation during this phase.
The teacher starts off by guiding the class through examples of similar
problems to the one they have just done. Then, pupils work through
more examples independently with the teacher supporting them if
necessary. All questions are typified by their mathematical variation
– they are designed to extend pupil s thi ki g athe tha just consist
of many examples presented in the same kind of way.

The Singapore Mathematics approach also includes an emphasis on the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract
CPA heu isti Ye Hoo g, We g Ki & Lu Pie ,
i fo ed
B u e s enactive, iconic and
symbolic modes of representation (Bruner, 1966). In exploring possible solutions to a problem, pupils
move fluidly between using concrete manipulatives, pictorial representations and abstract symbols.
Also, similar to Japanese lesson structures (Shimizu, 2002), each lesson follows a sequence (Table 1)
that leads to the sharing and evaluation of their different solutions to a core problem, which is close
to the Japa ese idea of e iage Takahashi,
. In this way the lesson structure reflects a social
constructivist approach where learning is initially pupil-led and the teacher provides scaffolding of
ideas in order to help pupils acquire and refine new mathematical concepts (Hardman, 2008). As
indicated in Table 1, another fundamental characteristic of this approach is the use of journaling. As
an instructional tool in mathematics, journaling has been well researched and many positive outcomes
found in a number of countries (Mason & McFeetors, 2002; Tan & Garces-Bacsal, 2013).
The Study
This study adopted a collaborative practitioner research approach. A university-based researcher
worked with a team of seven teacher researchers alongside the director of the school alliance as coresearcher over a two-year period. The research adopted a qualitative multiple case study design (Yin,
2014). The seven teachers worked in seven different schools and had all been involved in the school
alliance Singapore Maths curriculum development project for between one and two years. Six of the
teacher researchers had classes of children aged between 5 and 8 years old and one teacher
researcher had children aged 10 and 11 years. The teachers had between 2 and 25 years of
professional experience, six of them were female. The research team worked together on design, data
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collection and collaborative analysis of data with an intention to create st o gl
knowledge (Nowotny, Scott & Gibbons 2001; 2003).

o te tualised

For each teacher researcher a teaching assistant captured a maths lesson on video including a focus
on one pair of children working together within that lesson and a short follow-up interview by the
teacher with the two children. Semi-structured interviews with each teacher researcher used a form
of video stimulated recall in o de to help keep the tea he s efle tio s grounded in practice (Sherin
& Han 2004; Schmid, 2011). The teacher was able to slow down or pause the video of their lesson at
points where they wished to comment or in response to prompt questions from the interviewer (Lyle,
2003). This paper reports primarily on thematic analysis of transcriptions of the seven stimulated recall
interviews (Braun and Clarke 2006) but includes two further sources of data. The significance of the
text books emerged during interviews and a focus group with the 7 teacher researchers was used to
generate additional data, with each teacher bringing along an annotated copy of text book pages
related to a lesson they had recently taught. A third source of data consisted of transcribed audio
recordings of two sessions in which teacher researchers contributed to collaborative analysis.
The thematic analysis involved reading and re-reading three of the interview transcripts of three
interviews and initial coding using a constant comparative approach to develop an emerging index
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). The developing coding was applied to the remaining transcripts and refined
further. The continued analysis involved identifying and refining the es that aptu e i po ta t
elements within the data and the relationships between themes (Nowell et al., 2017). Teacher
researchers contributed to a further session to refine the emerging analysis.
A key ethical risk related to the professional reputation of the teacher researchers who were sharing
a lesson video for analysis. Teachers gave formal written consent and had a right to withdraw.
Transcript data was anonymised and pseudonyms are used. Children gave oral consent and parents
and carers gave written consent and had a right to withdraw. The project proposal was subjected to a
formal university ethical clearance process.
Findings: Framing Learning in Maths
This section presents three themes, generated from the collaborative data analysis, of dialogue,
exploring and concept-building. These themes are discussed with illustrative quotations from the
teacher researchers.
Dialogue
A focus on verbal reasoning, on classroom dialogue focused on problems in Maths, is a dominant
theme emerging from analysis of the four teacher interview transcripts:
I would say one of the impacts of the whole approach in general is that when the children are
talki g i lesso s, thei athe ati al o a ula , thei easo i g, it s o e tl o ious to ou the
change from the way things were previously...
(Andrew).
Here the teacher is referring to the classroom video and pointing out their perception of a significant
shift in their practice. The teachers emphasise the development of confidence and skills by themselves
and by their children in talking about Maths problems. On observing classroom video of children
discussing Maths problems the teachers refer to explicit training and development of dialogic skills:
…si e e e ee doi g the “i gapo e Maths, o iousl e ause it uses a lot of talk partners,
I e t ai ed the …in how to speak to ea h othe so i the ideo…you hear a lot of phrases that
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sound a little bit scripted, e ause…I e taught the
to ea h othe …

to use e tai

o ds he the

e talki g
(Patricia).

The teachers point out that this journey of developing classroom dialogue has not been easy for all of
their children:
We e also got so e hild e ho ha e st uggled…it s ee uite a eal jou ney getting them
to o
u i ate…their level of communication, that s ee so ethi g e e had to eall fo us
on; talking to each other
(Rachel).
But overall the teachers show a commitment to developing dialogue around maths problems in their
classrooms. They insist that their children are developing confidence and verbal reasoning:
The little gi l…she stood up a d as sa i g she ust ha e just looked a a a d alloo s had
go e …she s a tuall ot a e o fide t athe ati ia , ut she s o fide t enough in front
of e e od … he eas I thi k a e i the past that ould t ha e ee the ase…
(Audrey).
The emphasis on dialogue indicates a change in the classroom learning environment that the teachers
are creating in their Maths lessons. The teachers use slightly varied approaches to putting the children
into pairs during the lessons: O e tea he uses a do sele tio of talki g pa t e s a d changes
them regularly; four teachers put the children in pairs selected deliberately to have different prior
attainment in maths; and two teachers pai the hild e ased o ho
ell the oope ate togethe .
Th ee of the tea he s also use zo i g , so that the e a e luste s of pupils i pa ti ula a eas of the
classroom where one child in each pair has special learning needs or is considered to have a
particularly high level of prior attainment.
At the start of lessons, the teacher introduces the anchor problem, but the emphasis is on presenting
a challenge rather than making clear explanations of neat solutions. Consolidation is achieved in a
plenary activity through dialogue:
…the shift f o the old st le dida ti tea hi g ith the tea he stood at the f o t sa i g, he e
is the ule of the da . The hild e a e gai i g o e ship of e e gi g ules, the athe ati al
ules a e o i g al ost th ough the hild e s e plo atio , the a e ot explicitly being taught
a d that s so ethi g e
u h that I oti e i
lass oo , those ules, those o e tio s
of maths, they appear through discussion rather than being explicitly taught…
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
This comment is illustrative of a pedagogic change that is closely entangled with a change in
understanding of the nature of school Maths as a subject. The teachers are aware of the change that
the aste app oa h is aki g to hild e s apa it fo e al easoning:
I went into Year 6 [10 or 11 years old] where they never did any Singapore Maths. I was taken
aback really about how difficult they found it to express their ideas, and then went into a Year
[ o
ea s old] toda ho e had t o ea s of “i gapore maths and they knock spots off
the Year 6…
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
Maths is seen by the teachers as more about thinking in depth around problems rather than quickly
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solving algorithms. The importance of dialogue, rather than teacher monologue, is emphasised by the
teachers:
I think one of the main differences is that e lea to shut up…so e ould t tell the
hat
to thi k st aighta a , it s ki d of, ell hat do you thi k? a d the ha e to go th ough thei
own journey of u pi ki g the aths a d e plo i g ideas a d the o e the e got this pool of
ideas it s al ost like e e usi g that pool to di e t a d s affold the lesso
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
This quotation i ludes the te
e plo i g a d this is a ke diffe e e ide tified
the tea he s
between their previous approach to Maths their current practice developed through their
engagement with the mastery approach project. Overall, the dialogue theme captures the change in
classroom strategies but more than that, indicates a shift in the perspectives of the teacher
esea he s a out the atu e of s hool aths .
Exploring
This emphasis on verbal reasoning, on classroom dialogue, reflects a view expressed by the teachers
that Maths is about exploring problems:
…th oughout the ea the ealised that the e s goi g to e something for them to work
out…and they have to share it with each other and talk about it and explain a reason why...
Whe eas I feel like i the past…they have just thought oh that is so ethi g to do ith aths,
I ll just ait u til Miss tells e hat e e doi g
(Lisa).
In this illustrative quotation Lisa signals some of the perceived changes that teachers identify in their
new mastery approach to Maths compared to their previous practice and which we conflate here as
e plo i g . The shift is o ple a d i ludes o e lappi g ele e ts i ludi g ha ges i dialogue,
collaborative learning, teacher role, and underlying beliefs about Maths and about intelligence.
As part of framing exploration activity the teacher researchers place a high value on the text books in
the commercial Singapore Maths scheme that their project uses. The efe to the a ho p o le s
offered for each lesson by the text. The teachers refer to their use of low threshold tasks, meaning
accessible tasks that are challenging to explore but that all children are able to engage with initially at
a basic level:
… ou e got so ethi g [an anchor problem] that on the surface looks like - well if every child
i ou lass a t a s e that ou e got p o le s
f ie d…so ou go oh ou a do that so
let s do so ethi g else a d it s a out this deepening of understanding…the deepe i g
understanding the children have got and yeah, the way that they reason and the way that they
thi k…
(Andrew).
This focus on an anchor problem also affects an element of pace, that more time is spent exploring
one problem rather than moving on to consider other tasks:
… e ause the e talki g to ea h othe so u h a d the e goi g deepe and deeper into the
p o le s…one of the ways Singapore Maths has changed the way I teach is that you spend a
lot of time on one problem, rather than jumping from problem to problem so you do get that
deepe u de sta di g a d ou do t eall lea e a od ehi d…
(Patricia).
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The teachers are not differentiating by task but claim to use facilitation, especially questioning, to
maintain a high level of challenge:
…i this it…I
o e fa ilitato … he the e a tuall dis ussi g it ith each other I almost
become unimportant in the room…if I a see that the e got a good idea; the e al ost the e
so I so t of aski g a uestio
ell just tell e a out h ou e do e this little it he e . Ca
ou tell e a little it o e? It s just sowing a little question to maybe push them on...
(Rachel).
When prompted to discuss changes in their teaching of Maths the teachers highlight their use of
questioning during the time that the children spend on exploring the anchor problem:
I suppose it s ot uestio i g hat a s e the hild e ha e got ut how they got there. A
complete shift in what you want to know so some of the children might say - the problem might
e a out
apples a d the sa I k o that s
apples a d the k ow that I want to know
ho the k o that…
(Veronica).
This reliance on teacher questioning is not seen as dominating the classroom even though the teacher
is being very active, moving around the room and using questioning to prompt further exploration:
It s ot tea he -led o . As I sa e e the e to fa ilitate. It s o a out the hild e taki g
control of their own learning and taking ownership, particularly in their journals, taking
ownership of their thinking and their knowledge. Extending their own knowledge and
u de sta di g as ell…
(Kirsty).
This quotation illust ates the tea he s lai
children are learning more independently.

that, i asso iatio

ith thei use of uestio i g, the

Although the teachers referred to their role within the explo i g a ti it as fa ilitatio , e p efe ed
to use the etapho of f a i g . This is e ause the hild e see f ee to e plo e the anchor problem
but actually the teacher is proactively orchestrating the learning, largely through questioning:
…it s ki d of st u tu ed
the tea he I thi k… a d ou e aki g ke de isions in the
lesso …which avenues to explore, because the e a e so a of the …a d it s ki d of oh ell,
do e a t to pu sue that o e at this poi t? . “o, ou e still aki g de isio s then, to guide
the lesso …
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
This comment illustrates the way that the anchor problem from the textbook is clearly structuring the
lessons but the teachers are aware of the way that their subject knowledge is critical for their framing
of the exploring activity. Although the anchor problems are designed to be low threshold, meaning
they are accessible for all of the children, the teachers note that for older children the problems are
not so straightforward even for the teacher:
… he
o fide
old]. If
did I tea

ou fi st sta t usi g this
e a little it as ell. I
ou e looki g at a p o le
h this efo e? , a d it s k

[maths scheme] textbook, for some people it can knock
thi ki g fu the up the s hool, Yea [aged a d
ea s
a d ou e ot u de sta di g it a d ou e thi ki g, ho
o ki g o fide e a little bit as well as improving it
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
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The role of the text books was strongly foregrounded by the teachers but they emphasise the need to
prepare lessons carefully and to engage with the teacher guidance and training:
…that s the thi g ith stude t [tea he s] espe iall , if the e ot had the t ai i g a d ou just
try and pick up a textbook and teach a lesson, probably if you did pre-Singapore Maths style
with the [maths scheme] textbook, it can turn into a really bad lesson, very dull. You have to
ha e the t ai i g a d the p i iples ith the te t ook othe ise it does t o k at all…
(teacher researcher during collaborative analysis).
The significance of the text books and additional teacher guidance became very clear during the initial
teacher interview analysis and this led us to hold a teacher focus group specifically engaging with this
issue. Each teacher researcher brought a copy of the text book pages for a recent lesson and discussion
built from these specific examples to general comments about the significance of the text books:
I agree that the textbooks and workbooks have freed up my time from producing worksheets
to being able to think about mathematical learning and to really unpick how children learn and
how I can scaffold
(Audrey).
It s e olutio ised
tea hi g. M su je t k o ledge is e o d a thi g it e e as. I e jo
maths, I have an enthusiasm for maths and I think the depth of rehearsal I go through for my
lesso s, I ould e e , e e ha e had that f eedo o ti e to do it if I did t ha e the te t ooks
(Rachel).
These quotations illustrate the views of the teachers about the significance of the text books and their
impact on development of subject knowledge in Maths. The structure provided by the textbooks
see s to f ee tea he s f o
o e u da e aspe ts of lesso pla i g a d tea he s p epa atio fo
the exploring phase of the lessons appears to demand development of subject knowledge. Overall,
the appropriate use of these text books does not appear to lead towards a deductivist style of maths
teaching (Hudson, Henderson & Hudson, 2015).
Concept-Building
The teache s appea to e usi g liste i g a d uestio i g to ake fo ati e assess e ts of hild e s
progress. They claim to spend considerable time on exploring problems and see this as developing
deep u de sta di g of ke o epts ithi Maths:
…so the diffe e e i tea hi g…is the amount of time spent really digging deeper into
og iti el hat e e thi ki g. Co eptuall hat is it that e e talki g a out a d gi i g the
children that o eptual u de sta di g of it…the are then able to apply that understanding as
they move forward…it ill ha e a lasti g effe t o the …
(Andrew).
The teachers are in their first or second year of adopting the new approach to Maths and are aware
of differences in their expectations around concept-building:
…so this is the egi i g of
se o d ea of tea hi g “i gapo e Maths a d it s o pletel
changed my way of teaching and I think probably not just in maths actually. I would sa it s
aki g it o e ope a d…the children now expect to be asked to think at a deeper level and
to explain their thinking…
(Audrey).
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This shift towards in-depth understanding is a key claim made by all of the teachers and reflects the
e phasis of the “i gapo e Maths app oa h o a i te p etatio of tea hi g fo
aste :
…there were children at the e d of that lesso that ould t add
i utes a d a hou , ut I
ould ha e just said to the
ight if it s o the it s half a hou …a d the the ould ha e
ee a le to a s e uestio s i a ook ut the ould t u de sta d the o ept. This is a
lot o e a out hild e u de sta di g o epts…
(Patricia).
In this quotation the teacher illustrates the belief in a long-term investment in deep understanding
which all of the teachers seem to feel is a requirement of adopting the Singapore Maths approach. In
the context of the high accountability educational policy framework in England this represents a brave
stance.
Mindset, Grouping and School Maths
The study generated a rich body of qualitative data and our analysis has gone beyond the changing
classroom strategies and influence of the text books to consider changes in wider underpinning beliefs
of the teacher researchers. In a second paper we will report in detail on how engagement in mastery
approaches appears to be changing teacher beliefs around the three inter-related areas of: maths
mindset (moving towards high expectations of all children in maths); grouping of children by prior
attainment (that this is no longer relevant within a mastery maths classroom); and the nature of school
maths (its multidimensionality and a changed understanding of what it is to be a mathematician).
Discussion
The teachers are facilitating collaborative learning supported by visualisation and questioning to
provoke in-depth exploration of the anchor problem and relevant key concepts through verbal
reasoning. This mastery approach to positioning problem-solving at the heart of school maths is
aligned to the recommendations of the Cockroft report (1982) mediated via Singapore Maths and now
explicit in the National Curriculum in England (DfE, 2014). Implementing this strategy includes changes
in the learning environment to embrace struggle and mistakes and for the teacher to model verbal
reasoning to slowly explore problems in depth rather than demonstrating quick neat calculation to
ea h the o e t a s e to uestio s. We ha a te ise this app oa h as f a i g lea i g and a
distinctive feature is that the teachers are moving away from grouping by prior attainment (Francis et
al., 2016). Our research question asked about change in classroom strategies and within the
constraints of our small-scale study teachers implementing this commercial Singapore Maths scheme
do appear to have moved strongly away from a deductivist style of teacher demonstration followed
by practice and high stakes testing (Hudson, Henderson & Hudson, 2015).
The teachers are involved in a multi-school curriculum development project with considerable support
including workshops, online guidance and classroom observation. The project includes the features of
effective professional development for teachers (Higgins et al., 2015) and it is not surprising that their
teaching strategies have changed. What the study reveals is the ways in which the teachers have also
changed their beliefs about the importance of dialogue, the value of collaborative exploration, the
impact of in-depth concept-building and these changed beliefs point towards a view of maths as
multidimensional (Boaler, 2016). Schools making a decision to invest in such a mastery maths scheme
ill eed to a ept the a o pa i g halle ge of ha gi g tea he s eliefs. Our small study did not
necessarily include teachers who are resistant to change and changing beliefs is intertwined with
changing strategies but presents a higher hurdle.
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Our research question also refers to the text books. The teachers rely heavily on the text book
Singapore Maths scheme to provide a carefully selected anchor problem, a well-constructed practice
tasks that include variation, and relevant teacher guidance. The teachers find that their preparation is
focused on mathematics subject knowledge, because the children might take the anchor problem in
different directions. The teachers value the way the mastery scheme gives them pe issio to spe d
classroom time on exploration of the anchor problem. The approach to teaching mathematics has
considerable overlap with other attempts to move away from grouping by prior attainment in order
to address social justice issues (Boaler, 2008; Boaler 2016). The teachers initially found dependence
on a text book based approach disconcerting, but consider that they have grown to trust the scheme
as they gain familiarity with the sequences of lessons. The dependence on the textbooks and
associated teacher guidance may create a concern for schools, because it might be part of reducing
tea he s to a te h i ia ole of deli e i g the u i ulu . It also eates a o side a le p essu e to
be confident that the textbooks and guidance being invested in are evidence-based and effective
(Oates 2014). Despite the considerable support teachers feel from the text book scheme and its
teacher guidance, this mastery approach appears to demand skilful and committed teachers in
particular to frame the whole class exploratory learning. Schools implementing such a scheme face
the risk that some teachers may not fully engage and that teachers with weak subject knowledge may
struggle.
The limitations of this study mean that it is not able to provide any endorsement of the efficacy of the
Maths – No Problem!TM text book based scheme except with respect to the perspectives of our small
sample of teacher researchers. The study has highlighted possible areas for further research and
development work related to our understanding of mastery approaches to mathematics teaching. This
includes: the atu e of p o le s a d p o le -sol i g ; the influence and embedded pedagogy of
text books; the significance of teacher subject knowledge; the impact of teacher questioning during
exploratory learning and how it relates to levels of challenge for all pupils. Overall, the study has
indicated that developing mastery approaches in mathematics is a change project with both technical
and cultural elements that challenges teachers to re-evaluate their classroom strategies but also their
underpinning beliefs.
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